
LEGO® MOVIE cOLLEctIOn 
Storage & lunch



tAKInG tHE LEGO® BRIcK tO tHE MOVIES!

the LEGO® Movie, a full-length animated adventure, is the first ever LEGO 
theatrical release and the biggest family event to hit cinemas in 2014!

 
the storyline: emmet, the most extraordinarily ordinary construction worker 

minifig in all of Bricksburg, suddenly gets mistaken for "the Special", the hero 
prophesized to save the world from the Kragle — lord Business’ ultimate 

weapon of destruction. In way over his head, emmet finds himself the leader 
of an underground resistance group called the Master Builders, including a 

graffiti artist, an old blind wizard, a vigilante superhero, a mechanical pirate, an 
astronaut who still thinks it’s 1979 and other scraggly rebels. emmet must rise 
to the challenge and get this mismatched band of outsiders to work together 

as they travel throughout various lego® worlds and try to save the world  
from lord Business’ evil plans.

ROOM cOpEnHAGEn & tHE LEGO GROup 
closely linked to the lego® world and its design, the lego range from  

room copenhagen takes the lego experience a step further with products 
that make storage and organising as well as school lunches, picnics and family 

outings part of the lego adventure. Made first and foremost with children in 
mind, the lego range by room copenhagen is sure to please parents as  

well as any adults with a soft spot for the lego world. 

all products are made of BPa free plastics and fulfil market specific food 
(lunch) and toy (storage) safety regulations.

room copenhagen is proud to be an official lego licensee.

www.roomcph.com
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LEGO MOVIE LuncH BOx LEGO MOVIE dRInKInG BOttLE

Lunchtime is also fun time
School children often forget all about their delicious lunch tugged away in the school bag. With the 
new lego® Movie lunch box and drinking bottle, children will look forward to whip out the fun and 
playful lunch containers. With an oversized lego brick as the lid for the bottle, a cup at the bottom 
of the bottle and strong graphics, the set is both practical and fun to look at.

LEGO® Movie Lunch

Art. no. 4050  colli size 6  Material PP, Pe
dimensions 160 x 141 x 66 mm / 
6.29 x 5.55 x 2.59 in

Art. no. 4055  colli size 6  Material PP
dimensions Ø 65 x 192 mm / Ø 2.65 x 7.56 in
Volume 375 ml / 12.7 fl oz

Art. no. 4059  colli size 11  Material PP, Pe  
dimensions 200 x 67 x 192 mm / 
7.87 x 2.64 x 7.56 in

LEGO MOVIE LuncH SEt



LEGO MOVIE StORAGE BRIcK 1

LEGO MOVIE StORAGE BRIcK 4

LEGO MOVIE StORAGE BRIcK 2

turn tidying up into play  
Keeping your kids’ rooms reasonably tidy doesn’t have to be a hassle anymore. the lego® Movie 
Storage Brick system makes it easy and fun for the kids to tidy up.
the oversized lego bricks are designed to stack, just like the original lego bricks. use them to 
decorate, play, build and have fun or keep your toys sorted using them as storage boxes.

LEGO® Movie Storage Brick System

LEGO MOVIE StORAGE BRIcK 8

Art. no. 4001  colli size 6  Material PP
dimensions 125 x 125 x 180 mm / 
4.92 x 4.92 x 7.09 in  colors

Art. no. 4003  colli size 6  Material PP
dimensions 250 x 250 x 180 mm / 
9.84 x 9.84  x 7.09 in  colors

Art. no. 4002  colli size 6  Material PP
dimensions 125 x 250 x 180 mm / 
4.92 x 9.84 x 7.09 in  colors

Art. no. 4004  colli size 3  Material PP
dimensions 250 x 500 x 180 mm / 
9.84  x 19.79 x 7.09 in  colors
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